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FINDservice program will 'CREATE' your customer

1

FINDservice will place you
at Google on page 1 (Open Cloud).

2

With your 'own' search-engine FINDservice
you will be able to turn prospective clients into customers.

3

The FINDservice assist-system accelerates
your own information management (Enterprise Cloud).

FINDservice does not need to be installed (instantly fully operational, ready-to-use).

SoFIND® & magicFINDing® – The FINDservice-System
SEO Search engine optimization  Consulting  Web-Marketing
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The FINDservice Program

The way to be found ...
read more on page 3

Every second, interested parties are on the lookout in large search-engines,
i.e. Google, looking for bargains, offers and solutions ...
As a first step, we will get you on page 1 on Google

read more on pages 4 + 5

Artificial Intelligence (AI) opens idle potentials ...
Creating customers with your 'own' search-engine FINDservice

read more on page 6

Finding made faster in the 'Enterprise Cloud' ...
The FINDservice assist-system accelerates
your own information management

read more on pages 7 + 8

Performance portfolio & Background ...
FINDservice as 'Open Cloud', 'Enterprise Cloud',
with Artificial Intelligence

read more on pages 9 + 10
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The way to be found
with FINDservice



The Provider
Homepage(s), documents, products, solutions

FINDservice with artificial intelligence
Root-word-recognition, synonyms, conception of causal relations,
automatically



FINDservice Consulting
Document improvement, permanent document re-engineering,
Error detection, theme-analysis, SEO optimization, reporting



Google (Open Cloud)
Being found, more visitors (clicks), more prospective clients,
customers will come to you



Assistance-system (Enterprise Cloud)
Internally, for information management

The exceptional benefit
Prospective clients / potential customers will be led directly to suppliers.
Knowledge is accessible to co-workers at any time.
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Prospective clients will be led directly to the supplier
Every second interested parties are on the lookout in large search-engines, i.e. Google, looking for bargains, offers
and solutions. This is where first (strategic) decisions are made. If your name isn't at the top, you will get less visitors.
FINDservice by SoFIND will push you as a supplier (manufacturer, retailer, service provider) and every single
solution to the top of the list. Each of your topics can be found on Google right at the front - the complete
range of your offers, services, products, overall and partial topics, or sophisticated integrated solutions.
Supplier issues and terms will be distinctively emphasised by FINDservice in such a way that your topics (terms)
will accumulate drastically in relevance and turn up right at the top of the Google page. Of course, all standards
of SEO search-engine-optimization are being used.
... and why is an intelligent search-engine used ?
The search-engine serves as a depository and 'compressor' for all documents. Furthermore, it comes equipped with
superior intelligent Findsystems (Synonyms, root-word-recognition, autolocation of subject-specifics, able to
re-eveluate online > slider control > slider)*.
Surfers become visitors
For the first time, a supplier can decide for himself to guide many thousands of additional prospective
clients towards him, all this without advertisement or negative spread. By use of the FINDservice-program, all the
'freely floating' interest and demand will be led directly to you as supplier. The customer will come to you.
The FINDservice-program will make Google your 'Open Cloud'.
Success is being listed on top.
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FINDservice inthe ‚OpenCloud‘
To be ontopwith ‚Googles‘

Being ontoponGooglewith DirectLink
to your solution /your FINDservice.
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Automatically locate subject-specifics
There is a new quality to locating topics, products, similarities, alternatives + ambiguities: Subject-specifics are
automatically recognized. FINDservice will lead you to an adaptive 'Web 3.0'.
Tapping into the full potential with artificial intelligence
It is hard to believe, but 90% of all provider-solution-potential is lying wasted. There are tremendous opportunities
for growth. Non-optimized, insufficient, or faulty processes in comparison to Google are made visible by FINDservice
with 'a touch of a button' and are immediately directed for systematic improvements.
Installing an 'own' search-engine
Freely chosen contents (libraries, participants, themes, all types of documents, sites, pages) optional additions
to contents, any desired customizing, updating 'Out of the Cloud', client-related, systematic topic-dominance in
the Web, partnership as a true benefit, unique selling points, more competitive capacity and profit, systematically
and enduring.
FINDservice as an all-year-round performance, managed service, world-wide access, Key Ready.
Button-click accesses 'Out of the Cloud' from + on any homepage.
The provider steers the searcher.
Visitors / prospective clients linger longer !
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Quicker search-results in the 'Enterprise Cloud'
FINDservice can be used as an internal assisting system for information management ('Enterprise Cloud' / 'Private
Cloud'). Via button the FINDservice assist-system is accessed at will. Extraordinary value for provider (company)
lies in much increased process-knowledge + market oversight.





Acceleration of process-knowledge + market details.
Information randomly accessible for co-workers / staff members.
Experts are able (company-internal) to locate worldwide technical aspects at once.
Documents are automatically identified and included for presentation.

Technical, subject-specific context automatically identified
('Picture' finds 'Painter' – 'Painter' finds 'Picture')
The location of terms and themes which are implicit to the author (company) – therefore full-filling a certain
amount of 'belonging', of similarities, alternatives and supplements – obtains a new quality.
For example, someone is searching for the term 'fire detection'. The search result automatically presents
documents like 'hazard detection systems'. Or the acronym (abbreviation) 'RAC' recognizes the meaning
'Real Application Cluster' and presents parallel pertaining documents. (See screen-shot on following page.)
Link-function to neighbouring concept of terms
FINDservice-Assistance-System can follow any desired company-specific criteria. For example, either various logical
coherences, or indirect ones can be persecuted. Just as a term describing a category will also identify types and
parts. In other words from general to individual term, in essence to more specialisation.
Anticipating Assistance-Systems + ontological search
The flexibility of FINDservice-Assistance-System lies solely in its free interpretation of the applying company.
In addition to the power of the ontological** concept in its link-function to neighbouring definitions of terminology.
Not the 'logical' relation of information in a network is the yardstick, but the implicit correlation of a desired context.
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FINDservice inthe ‚EnterpriseCloud‘
Automatically finding functional context

automatically
„fire detection“ (Brandschutz)alsofinds „hazard management“
(Gefahrenmanagement)+„hazard management systems“(Gefahrenmeldesysteme).

optionautomatic
„fire detector“(Brandmelder)alsofinds „flame detector“
(Feuermelder)+„flameguard“(Flammenwächter).
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FINDservice
FINDservice
FINDservice
FINDservice

as 'Open Cloud' will make it easier to be found (via Google).
as an 'own' search-engine transforms visitors into customers (on its own).
supports 'Enterprise Cloud' for a faster search (internally).
with artificial intelligence automatically finds factual context (AI).

Better localisation in the 'Open Cloud'
FINDservice as 'Open Cloud' transports arbitrary provider topics (any supplier, its documents, sites) and acts in
respect to Google like a sub-contractor. Supplier topics lead directly from Google to the supplier solution and
onto the supplier. Prospective customers can search world wide. Due to enhanced Goggle-relevance, the providers
acceptance is greatly improved. The customer is on its way.
Converting a visitor into a customer with your 'own' search-engine FINDservice
Installing an 'own' search-engine FINDservice, with freely chosen contents (libraries, participants, themes,
all types of documents, sites, pages). Via button access 'Out of the Cloud' from + on any homepage. Visitors /
prospective clients will remain longer and linger. Subject-specifics are automatically recognized. Factual
significances are defined by the provider. The intelligent FINDservice is on the path to an adaptive 'Web 3.0'.**
Faster finding in the 'Enterprise Cloud'
FINDservice can be used as an internal Assistance-System for information management and can be actuated
as 'Enterprise Cloud' by button. Knowledge becomes freely available for staff and co-workers, (company-internal)
experts are able to locate topic related aspects at once.
Artificial Intelligence (AI)** automatically detects* relevant context
('Picture' finds 'Painter' – 'Painter' finds 'Picture')
The location of terms and themes, of similarities, alternatives and supplements obtains a new quality.
For example, someone is searching for the term 'fire detection'. The search result automatically presents
documents like 'hazard detection systems'. Or the acronym (abbreviaton) 'RAC' recognizes the meaning
'Real Application Cluster' and presents parallel pertaining documents.
Real-time search-engine, interactive, intelligent. The search-engine functions as a compound
and 'compressor' for all documents. Furthermore it features superior intelligent Find-systems. (Synonyms,
root-word-recognition, auto-location of subject-specifics, able to re-evaluate online > slide control > slider).
With these attributes, the search-engine is capable to screen documents like an 'x-ray' machine.
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FINDservice does not need to be installed
FINDservice magicFINDing is instantly fully operational, ready-to-use. There are no technical alterations or
modification necessary, no changes in software, no 'nutrunner'-actions for the provider (company). Key Ready.
SoFIND with FINDservice magicFINDing – FIND as a Service (FaaS)
Systematic increase of chance within Web-marketing by Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Based on automation + Machine Learning.**

FINDservice magicFINDing by SoFIND is a more sophisticated development of a real-time search-engine, which supports users
by search-strategy Orienteering*. Any optional data (diverse document formats, home-pages) are additionally accessed by
meta-information, data mining and semantic information. The topics relevance is determined by the provider himself
(home-page /provider). The formalised information distributed in the Semantic Web (home pages as background-knowledge)
obtains significance-development by allocation-marker.*
* Logical connections by Relevance Feedback achieve logical understanding. Expansion of the search-algorithms in FINDservice
magicFINDing by diverse thesauri (faster connection of synonyms, German, English, auto. Root-word-recognition, significance
enhancement, branch background information + process knowledge). Parallel reduction of dimension enables quicker search.
The natural input of speech remains preserved.
** Ontological search-engine, ontology-supported presentation of knowledge as a network of information with logical
relations, where automated procedures acquire further information (Ontology-Learning). 'Merely' temporally spaced occur
> information by automated process < and > gaining information by input / indications by human experts <, (anticipated
assistance systems). Information on the Web are interpreted by machines and are automatically processed. Knowledge
Discovery Database is organizing new subject-specific contiguities (in relation to one another). Data is interlinked to new
knowledge. German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI): 'On the path to an adaptive Web 3.0, which by semantic
interconnections will deliver precise answers to the end-user'.

P+P, im Februar 2011
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